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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with a faithful complex representation X of degree n. 
We then call G a linear group of degree n. The representation X is quasi- 
primitive if X is irreducible and for all N ~3 G, X 1 N splits into equivalent 
irreducible representations. The finite quasiprimitive linear groups of degree 
n < 8 are known. See [2], [4], [8], 1151, [18], [23]. Also, the finite quasiprimitive 
linear groups of degree 9 which contain a noncentral element of order 7 are 
known as mentioned in [8]. We consider the remaining case. As we are interested 
in G/Z(G) we may assume X is unimodular. We prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group with a faithful, quasiprimitive, unimodular 
representation of degree 9 such that 7 7 / G ~. Then one of the following holds where 
I Z(G)1 19. 
I. G C A o B where the groups A and B have quasiprimitiwe projective 
representations of degree 3 and where the natural projections are onto A and B. 
A o B denotes the central product of A and B. 
II. O,(G/Z(G)) Z 1, G/O,(G) N subgroup of Sp,(3), X / O,(G) is 
irreducible and 3 1 / Z(G)/. 
III. Gzx&Z(G) I w sere A6 is a nonsplitting central extension of Z, by 
A, or G is an extension of ADZ by an automorphism of order 2 which is the 
product of the field automorphism by the automorphism from GL,(9). 
IV. GE H x Z(G) where HE A, or any subgroup of Aut(A,) with 
H’=A,. 
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V. G/Z(G) is A, x A, extended by an automorphism interchanging the 
AS’s and G’ N A, x A, . 
VI. G/Z(G) is A, x A, extended by an automorphism interchanging the 
A6’s, G’ N A6 o f$ , where / Z(G’)/ = 3 and & is a nonsplitting central extension 
of-Gb~A,. 
VII. G UP& x Z(G). 
VIII. G N P&(19) x Z(G). 
The notation is standard as in [9]. We will use the following special terminology 
The term “Blichfeldt” refers to the result of [2, p. 961 which states that if X 
is a faithful, quasiprimitive representation of G there does not exist an element 
gEG-Z(G) h w ere X(g) has an eigenvalue E such that all other eigenvalues 
of X(g) are < 60” away from E. The term “two eigenvalue argument” refers 
to the result of [2, p. 1431 which states that if X(g) and X(h) each have only two 
eigenvalues, X 1 (g, h) splits into representations of degrees 1 and 2. A group 
G is quasisimple if G = G’ and G/Z(G) is simple. Let x be the character of X. 
We let E be a primitive fifth root of unity and let w be a primitive cube root of 
unity. We call elements g E G such that X(g) has eigenvalues -1, -1, 1, l,..., 1 
or W, 6, 1, l,.. ., 1 special 2-elements or special 3-elements, respectively. Let 
I, denote the n x n identity matrix. The group AC is a nonsplitting central 
extension of 2, by A, . The variety of X 1 His the number of distinct irreducible 
constituents appearing where H is any subgroup of G. 
2. REDUCTION TO THE CASE WHERE G Is QUASISIMPLE 
Assume first that G has a normal nonabelian subgroup H where X 1 H 
is reducible. By [6, Theorem 25.91 X = Y, @ Y, , where Yr , Ya are projective 
representations of three-dimensional groups A and B, respectively. So G C A 0 B, 
where the natural projections are onto A and B. If Yr is not quasiprimitive, 
A has a normal Abelian subgroup of index 3 or 6, and G has a normal subgroup N 
of index 3 or 6 in which x 1 N = 3 .r where 7 is irreducible of degree 3. So 
a contradiction. So Yr and Yz are quasiprimitive and I holds. So we assume if 
H 4 G, and His noncentral, then X 1 H is irreducible. 
Assume G has a normal noncentral solvable subgroup H. Then O,(H) is a 
characteristic noncentral subgroup of H for some prime p and O,(H) CI G. 
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Thusp = 3 and X 1 O,(G) is irreducible. Let K = O,(G). By quasiprimitivity, 
K has no noncyclic characteristic Abelian subgroups; so by [9, Theorem 5.4.91, 
K = Q o 2 where Q is extraspecial and 2 = Z(G) is cyclic of order 1, 3, or 9. 
As X ) Q is irreducible, by [6, Theorem 32.61, / Q j = 35. In a manner analogous 
to the proof of Theorem 34.6 of [6], G/O,(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Sp,(3), giving II. Note as X / O,(G) is irreducible C,(O,(G)) = Z(G). We may 
assume G has no noncentral solvable normal subgroups. 
Let E = E(G) be the product of all quasisimple subnormal subgroups of G. 
We assume first that no primes larger than 5 divide 1 G I. Assume further that 
52 7 1 G I. As E is a central product of its components and as each component 
is not solvable, E has only one component. Thus by [5], E/Z(E) ‘v A, , A,, or 
Sp,(3). The Schur multipliers of these groups are 2, , 2,) and Z, , respectively 
[ll, note Sp,(3) N C,(3)]. As A, and Sp,(3) have no irreducible characters of 
degree 9 and the Schur multiplier of S, is 2, , we obtain cases III or IV. 
(Aut(A,) has a representation of degree 9.) Assume now that E has more 
than one component. Let El be a minimal normal nonsolvable subgroup 
of G contained in E. Now El 4 G and as X I El is irreducible, we must have 
E = El and the components are isomorphic. As 9 = 32, E = E, 0 E, and 
X / E is a tensor product of two three-dimensional groups. So E, = A, or ;36 . 
Any element in G conjugates each component into another and as A, and A”, 
do not extend in 3 dimensions by outer automorphisms by [2], we get cases V 
and VI. If a prime p divides 1 G 1 and p > 11, by [4], G/Z(G) F PSL,(p) and 
p = 17 or 19. This gives VII and VIII. 
Thus we may assume 52 / 1 G I, no prime larger than 5 divides / G 1, and 
G has exactly one component. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
Hence we may assume G = E is quasisimple. By [20] and [14] we may assume 
that there are no elements g E G such that X(g) has exactly 7 or 8 equal eigen- 
values, and by [19] we may assume there are no elements g E G of order 5 such 
that X(g) has 6 equal eigenvalues. 
We can write X as a representation over an appropriate ring so that reducing 
modulo the prime 5, X is a representation over a splitting field GF(5”) of G. 
Let g E G have order 5 such that X(g) has quadratic minimum polynomial. 
Let F be a nontrivial irreducible constituent of X; so the kernel of F is contained 
in Z(G) and F(g) has quadratic minimum polynomial. By [7, Theorem I.21 there 
is a representation Fl of G over GF(5) such that when extended to GF(5”), 
Fl splits into irreducible representations of G which are algebraically conjugate 
to F. Hence F,(g) has quadratic minimum polynomial. Such groups are known 
by [22]. Thus we may assume that there are no elements g E G of order 5 such 
that X(g) has quadratic minimum polynomial. 
Assume H is an Abelian PI-group for p = 2, 3, or 5 such that X I H has 
variety 9. Then if g E G - Z(G) is a p-element, commuting with H, by [3], 
g is in the p-modular core and so G possesses a noncentral normal p-subgroup, 
a contradiction. Thus we assume that g and H do not exist. 
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3. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
We need the following lemmas in the elimination of G. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P be a Sylow 5-subgroup of G. Then P is Abelian. Also there 
does not exist an element g E G of order 5 such that X(g) has eigenvalues E, E, E, E, E, 
1, 1, 1, 1. 
Proof. Assume P is nonabelian. Then X / P = X, @ & & where X, is 
irreducible of degree 5 and & are of degree 1. Then there is an element g E 
Z(P) n P’ of order 5. Now X(g) has eigenvalues E, E, E, E, E, 1, 1, 1, 1. By quasi- 
primitivity let h be a conjugate of g such that g and h do not commute. By the 
two eigenvalue argument, X /(g, h) = @ xi=, Xi where the Xi’s are irreducible 
of degree 1 or 2 and X, is of degree 2. So by [2] if Xi is of degree 2, Xi I(g, h)’ ‘V 
SL,(5) and so there is an element of order 6 in (g, h)’ with eigenvalues -w, 
--w, 1) l,...) 1; or -w, --W, -w, -6, l,..., 1; or -w, --c3, -w, -&,, -w, --W, 
1, 1, 1; or --CO, --w, -CO, -6, -w, --w, -w, --d, 1, all contradicting Blichfeldt. 
The following two lemmas are proved in Section 3 of [15] and are applied 
after we show j3 7 / G I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let e be a simple group of order 2” 3b . j2. Let rr be an element 
of order 5 and let o E Cc(n) be an element of order Y = 2 or 3. Then the principal 
r-block contains a character x of degree 5 ’ ra, X(W) # 0, and (v) is the j-defect 
group for the j-block containing x. In particular C~(?T) has a j-block with defect 
group (TI-), and (r> is the intersection of two Sylow 5-subgroups. 
LEMMA 3.3. Under the conditions of Lemma 3.2 ;f CC(V) has elements of 
orders 2 and 3, either Cc(r) h as more than one j-block with defect group (r) or rr is 
conjugate to all its nontrivial powers. 
We will need to know what happens when a j-element of G normalizes a 
nontrivial 2-group or 3-group. We obtain 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose a j-element rr normalizes a nontrivial 2-group or 3-group 
Q. Then one of the following holds: 
(i) r centralizes Q. 
(ii) Q is a 3-group and X 1 Q is irreducible. 
(iii) Q is a 2-group and X I(Q, rr) = XI @ X, where XI is irreducible of 
degree 4, X, is irreducible of degree 5, XI 1 Q is irreducible, and X,(Q) is Abelian. 
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Furthermore there is an element g E Q centralizing T such that X(g) has eigenvalues 
-1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 
Proof. Assume rr doesn’t centralize Q. Replace Q by a minimal subgroup 
ofQ on which n acts nontrivially. By [9, Theorem 5.3.61, [Q, 7r] = Q. If X1 ~(Q,v) 
is an irreducible constituent of X \(Q, n), then as Q = [Q, 7~1, X1 1 Q is uni- 
modular. If X1( 7r centralizes X,(Q), then X1 j [Q, ~1 = X1 / Q is trivial and so X1 )
has degree 1. So on any irreducible constituent of X 1 (Q, n) of degree greater than 
1, r does not centralize Q and all linear constituents are trivial on Q. 
Assume Q is Abelian. Then irreducible constituents of X i(Q, 7) are of degree 
dividing [(Q, V) : Q], a power of 5. So Xl(Q, r) = X1 @Et, &, where 
& are linear with & 1 Q = lo and X1 is irreducible of degree 5. X1 is monomial 
by Clifford’s theorem [9, Theorem 3.4.11 and X,(Q) are diagonal elements. 
By Theorem 5.2.4 of [9], n acts nontrivially on L?r(Q). Hence Q,(Q) has rank 4 
and contains special 2- or 3-elements. 
So Q is nonabelian. By [9] Th eorem 5.3.7, Q is special. Assume Q is a 
3-group. So S i(Q, r) has irreducible constituents of degree 1, 3, 5, or 9. 
Assume there is an irreducible constituent Xi of degree 3. By [2], X1 is monomial. 
But then the Sylow 5-group of X,((Q, v)) is diagonal and so it is normal. 
HenceX1(n)centralizes X,(Q), a contradiction. Assume that there is an irreducible 
constituent X1 of degree 5. As X1 1 Q . is reducible, by Clifford’s theorem, X,(Q) 
is Abelian. Also as there are no constituents of degree 3, X I(Q, r) = X, @ 
x:=, & where the & are linear. So Q is Abelian, a contradiction; X i(Q, rr) is 
irreducible. By Clifford’s theorem, either X / Q is irreducible or X j Q splits 
into 3 equivalent irreducible representations. The latter contradicts [6, Theorem 
25.91 as there are no irreducible projective representations of degree 3 of (r). 
Thus (ii) holds. 
Assume Q is a 2-group. Then Xl(Q, x) h as irreducible constituents of degree 
1,2,4,5, or 8. Arguing as above, there are no irreducible constituents of degree 2. 
As Z(Q) char Q and Z(Q) #Q, Z(Q) C Z((Q, TX)). So if X [(Q, n) has a con- 
stituent of degree 8, there is a g E Z(Q) such that X(g) has eigenvalues 1, -1, 
--I,..., -1, a contradiction. So X i(Q, rr) = X, @ X, , where Xi is irreducible 
of degree 4 or 5. Assume X, has degree 5. If X, is reducible, Xs 1 Q is trivial. 
By Clifford’s theorem Xi 1 Q splits into linear constituents as X1 / Q is reducible; 
Q is Abelian, a contradiction. Hence we may assume without loss that X1 has 
degree 4. By Clifford’s theorem and [6] Theorem 25.9, X1 j Q is irreducible. 
If X, splits into 5 linear constituents, X, / Q is trivial. So we get a special 2- 
element unless Q has only one involution. As Q is special, Q is quaternion of order 
8, contradicting Xi 1 Q irreducible. Assume X, = Xs @ 5 where Xs is irreducible 
of degree 4. By Theorem 5.3.7 of [9], v acts irreducibly on Q/Z(Q) = Q/Q’; 
so for g E Q, X,(g) E Z(X,(Q)) f or i = 1 or 3 if and only if g E Z(Q). As Z(Q) is 
elementary Abelian since Q is special we get an element with eigenvalues l, 
- 1, - 1,. . . , - 1, a contradiction. Hence Xa is irreducible. As Xs 1 Q is reducible, 
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by Clifford’s Theorem, Xs 1 Q is Abelian. Hence an element g E Z(Q) = Q’ 
completes case (iii). 
4. CENTRALIZERS OF ~-GROUPS 
In this section we let A be a nontrivial 5-subgroup of G such that C,(A) has 
more than one Sylow 5-group. Let M = Os’(Cc(A)). LetF*(M) = E(M)F(M) 
be the generalized Fitting subgroup of M where E(M) is the product of all 
quasisimple subnormal subgroups of M and F(M) is the fitting subgroup of M. 
By Lemma 3.1 and our assumption that there is no 5-element with 6 equal 
eigenvalues, X 1 C,(A) splits into at least 3 irreducible constituents of degree 
at most 5. As M = 05’(M) is g enerated by 5-elements, by Lemma 3.4, M 
centralizes O,(M) and O,(M). As Syl ow 5-groups of G are Abelian, M centralizes 
O,(M).SoF(M) = OZ(M) O,(M) O,(M) C Z(M) andF(M) = Z(M). If E(M) = 1 
then F*(M) = Z(M) and as C,@*(M)) _CF*(M), [l, Lemma 2.21 M _C Z(M) 
and M is Abelian. However M contains more than one Sylow 5-group, a contra- 
diction. So E(M) # 1. Let E = E(M) and K = AE. We describe X 1 K. 
LEMMA 4.1. In the notation of the above paragraph, C,(A) = AES and one 
of the following holds: 
I. X / C,(A) = R1 @ R, @ R, where R, 1 E, R, / E arefaithful irreducible 
of degree 4, 2 respectively, R, I E = 3 * lE , E e SL,(5), and R,(S), R,(S) are 
scalars. 
II. X 1 C,(A) = R, @ R, @ R, where R1 / E, R, 1 E arefaithful irreducible 
of degree 4, 3 respectively, R, [ E = 2 ’ lE , E F A, , and R,(S), R,(S) are scalars. 
III. X j C,(A) = R1 @ R, @ 5 where Ri / E aye faithful irreducible of 
degree 4, 5 I E = lE , E ‘v A, , and R,(S) are scalars. 
IV. X I C,(A) = R, @ R, @ R, where R, 1 E are faithful irreducible of 
degree 3, E !x A6 , and R,(S) are scalars. 
V. X I C,(A) = R, @ R, @ R, where R, j E, R, 1 E are faithful irreducible 
of degree 3, Rs I E = 3 * lE , E N A, and R,(S), R,(S) are scalars. 
VI. XI C,(A) = R, @ R, @ Rs where R, I E, R, I E are irreducible of 
degree 3 and 2, R, ) K = Y1 @ Yz , Yi irreducible of degree 2, E N SL,(5), 
R,(E) N A, , R,(E) N Y,(E) e Y,(E) N SL,(5), and R,(S), R,(S) are scalars 
with [E, S] = 1. Either R,(A) OY (R1 @ Y,)(A) is scalar. 
VII. Same as case V with A, instead of Aa . 
VIII. Same as case IV with A, instead of A6 . 
Also in all cases, A is cyclic, S is Abelian, and O,(S) Z Z(C,(A)). 
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Proof. As no element of A# has 6 equal eigenvalues, X / K has an irreducible 
constituent of degree at most 5. As E = E” is a central product of quasisimple 
groups, an irreducible constituent faithfully represents a homomorphic image 
of E and hence is also a central product of quasisimple groups. If X1 is an 
irreducible constituent of X 1 K, Xi 1 E is irreducible and unimodular. 
Assume X 1 K = X, @X, OX, where X, is irreducible of degree 5. If 
Xi is monomial, then X,(E) could only be A, as it is quasisimple. Otherwise, 
by [51, X,(E) is 4, 4, or Q,(3). Let L be the kernel in E of X, @ X, . By 
the subdirect product theorem [12, 5.5.11, in order to avoid special 2-elements 
or Blichfeldt elements, X,(L) = 1. As (X, @ X,)(E) cannot contain SP,(~) as a 
homomorphic image, X,(E) % SP,(~). If X,(E) N A, , then E == As and X, j E 
is faithful of degree 3, X, / E = lE . But then the Sylow 5-group of K is of 
variety 9 and centralized by a nontrivial 3-elementg E Z(E) - Z(G), a contradic- 
tion as g would be in the 3-modular core. So X,(E) N A, . To avoid speial 
2-elements, EEA, where X, / E is faithful of degree 3, X, 1 E = lE or Ecx SL, (5) 
where X, I E and X, I E are faithful. In the latter the Sylow 5-group of K 
has variety 9 and is centralized by the involution in Z(E), a contradiction. In 
the former case let H be a subgroup of E with H N A, . By the character table 
of As , X 1 H = Y1 @ Yz @ cy=, pi , where Yi , Ya are equivalent of degree 3 
and the pi are the distinct linear characters. By reducing X modulo 5 as in 
Section 2, if a E A#, X(a) h as matrix B @ I3 in an appropriate basis, where B is 
6 x 6asaEC,(H).Th e subspace on which B acts corresponds to the subspace -- 
on which X 1 H is equivalent to Yi @ Ys . But as a E C,(h) where h E H and 
( Y1 @ Y,)(h) has eigenvalues 1, 1, w, W, 6, 6, we can assume B is a sum of three 
2 x 2 matrices and hence X(u) has quadratic minimum polynomial, a contradic- 
tion. This argument has shown each constituent of X j K has degree at most 4. 
Assume X / K = X1 @ X, where X, is irreducible of degree 4 and X, is 
reducible. As E is generated by 5-elements, X,(E) is not imprimitive. So X,(E) is 
either A,, SL,(5), a nonsplitting central extension a, of Z, by A, , a non- 
splitting central extension G of Z, by Q,(3), or SL,(5) o SL2(5). Let L be 
the kernel of X, in E. In order to avoid special 2- or 3-elements, Xl(L) C Z(X,(E)) 
in the first 4 cases. Thus if X,(E) N G, X, I E = Yl @ lE where Y,(E) N 
- 
Q,(3). Thus Z(E) contains an element with eigenvalues - 1, . . . , - 1, 1, a contra- 
diction. This shows T,(E) % z. 
Assume X,(E) N A, . In order to avoid special 2- or 3-elements, the only 
possibilities for X, are X, 1 E = Yl @ lE where Y,(E) N a, or X, I E = 
Yl @ 2 * lE where Y,(E) N A”, . In the first case there is an element with 
eigenvalues -1, -l,..., -1, 1, a contradiction. In the second case there is an 
element teZ(E) with eigenvalues -1, -1, -1, -1, W, W, W, 1, 1, and an 
element s E E of order 3 with eigenvalues 1, 1, W, ~3, 1, W, W, 1, 1. Here (5, t) is 
Abelian of order 18; modulo 5, X I(s, t) splits into linear constituents of multi- 
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plicity at most 2. If a E A#, as a E CK((s, t)), X(u) has quadratic minimum 
polynomial, a contradiction. This shows X,(E) * a, either. 
Assume X,(E) E S’&(5) 0 S&(5). In order to avoid special 2- or 3-elements, 
X2 1 E is one of: 
(i) Xs j E = Yi @ Y, @ lE , 1, of degree 2, Y,(E) ‘v 1 or S&(5), 
(ii) -712 1E = 1-i @ Yz , Yi of degree 3, Ya of degree 2, Y,(E) ‘v A, or a,, 
Y,(E) ‘v 1 or S&(5), 
(iii) Xs 1 E = Yi @ 1, , Yi(E) N Aj , S&(5), or S&(5) 0 S&(5). 
There is a subgroup U Q E such that X1(U) e S&(5) and Xi / U = I’s @ Y4 
where Ys , Y4 are of degree 2. In case (i), there is an element g E U with X(g) 
having eigenvalues -w, --W, -w, -@I, 1, 1, 1, 1; or -w, --w, -w, --w, -w, 
--W, 1, 1, 1; or -w, --W, -w, -6, -w, --w, -w, --w, 1, all contradicting 
Blichfeldt. In (ii), if Y, is trivial, Xi(L) y SLs(5) o S&(5) or Z,(5) and we get a 
special 3-element or an element with eigenvalues -w, --w, -w, --w, I,..., 1, con- 
tradicting Blichfeldt. Recall L is the kernel of X, in E. If Yz is not trivial in (ii) or 
if we have case (iii), the Sylow 5-group of K has variety 9 and there is an involution 
g E Z(E) - Z(G) centralizing K and hence in the 2-modular core, a contradiction. 
This eliminates X,(E) ‘v SL,(5) 0 SL,(5) as a contender and shows X1(E) N A, 
or SL,(5). 
Assume X,(E) rv SL,(5). We obtain the possibilities for X2(E) as in the 
preceding case. Case (iii) and the case Y,(E) ‘v SL,(5) of case (ii) are eliminated 
as above. Assume (ii) with Ys 1 E = 2 . lE . To avoid special 3-elements, 
X,(E) is faithful and Y,(E) N A, . There is a subgroup H of E with H E SL,(3) 
such that Xi j H splits into 2 inequivalent representations of degree 2, X, / H 
is irreducible. If a E A#, [a, H] = 1 and reducing modulo 5 in an appropriate 
basis we get X(u) = 1, @ C. Hence a has quadratic minimum polynomial, 
a contradiction. In case (i), if neither Yr nor Ya are trivial to avoid elements 
contradicting Blichfeldt, E = Z,,(5). But then the involution in Z(E) has 
eigenvalues -1, -I,..., -1, 1, a contradiction. Thus we have E N SL,(5), 
Y,(E) N S&(5), and Y,(E) = 2 * lE . As K 4 C,(A), by Clifford’s theorem, 
Xl C,(A)=R1O&OR3, whereR,jK=X,,J?,jE= Y,.LetxEC,(A). 
As Y,(E) cannot be extended by an outer automorphism by [2], there is a 
z E E such that R,(xx) is scalar. As R, 1 E is faithful and R,([E, xx]) = 1, 
R,(m) is scalar since [E, xz] C E. Let S be the elements of C(A) for which RI 
and R, are scalars. This handles the case in which X,(E) ‘v SL,(5) and gives I. 
We may assume now that if X j E has a four-dimensional constituent X1 , 
X,(E) ‘v A, . To avoid special 2- or 3-elements, X, 1 E is one of: 
(i) X2 1 E = Yl @ Yz @ lE , Yi degree 2, Y,(E) N SL,(5) or 1, 
(ii) X, 1 E = Yl @ Yz , Y, of degree 3, Ya of degree 2, Y,(E) II As or 
A6 , and Y,(E) N S&(5) or 1, 
(iii) X, 1 E = Yl @ lE , Y,(E) N A,. 
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In case (i), to avoid special 2-elements, E N S&(5) and Y,(E) are both faithful. 
But then there is a subgroup H of E with H N SL,(3), X 1 H = Tl @ T, @ 
T3 @ 2 . lH where Tl is irreducible of degree 3, T, , T3 are equivalent irreducibles 
of degree 2. By reducing X modulo 5, if a E A#, X(a) has matrix 1s @ B @ C 
in an appropriate basis where B is 4 x 4. The subspace on which B acts cor- 
responds to the subspace on which X / H is equivalent to T2 @ T3 . There is an 
h E H with (T, @ T,)(h) having eigenvalues W, W, w, 6 and hence as a E C,(h), 
B is similar to a sum of 2 x 2 matrices. So X(a) has quadratic minimum 
polynomial, a contradiction. 
In case (ii), to avoid special 2-elements, Y,(E) = 1 and E N A, . As K 4 C,(A) 
by Clifford’s Theorem, X / C,(A) = R, @ RR, @ R, where R, 1 K = Xl, 
R, j E = Y1. By [2], RR,(E) cannot be extended by an outer automorphism. 
So if x E C,(A), there is a x E E such that R,(m) is scalar. As discussed earlier, 
R,(xx) is also scalar, giving 11. 
In (iii), to avoid special 2-elements, EN A,. By Clifford’s theorem 
XIC,(A) =R,OR,@)5 h w ere Ri are irreducible of degree 4. The Sylow 
5-group P of K has variety 9. Hence a 2- or 3-element centralizing P must be 
in Z(G), the 3-modular core. Let x E C,(A). As x normalizes E, by [2], R,((x, E))/ 
Z(Ri((x, E))) F S, or A,. Assume 
Rl((x, E))IZ(R,((x, E))) = 4 and R2(<x, -Q)IZ(R2((xy ~9)) N & . 
Thus there is a z E E such that R,(xz) is scalar and R,(m) is not. So ([E, x,z]“) 
contains a special 3-element, a contradiction. Assume Ri((x, E))/Z(Ri((x, E))) 
are both S, . By taking an odd power of x, we may assume x is a 2-element. 
So there is an element z E E such that R,(x2z) is a scalar. By the eigenvalue 
possibilities of R,(x), the only possibility is that R,(x2z) and R,(z) are 2-elements. 
As usual R,(x2z) must also be a scalar. Since x2x centralizes a Sylow 5-group of 
C,(A), the 2-part and 3-part of x22 is in Z(G). As R,(x2,z) is a 2-element, R,(x~x) 
is trivial. The same argument shows R2(x2z) is trivial. So ((x22) is trivial and 
x2 E E. Thus (E, x) N S, . Let xz be the character of Ri I(E, x). We may assume 
x is a 2-cycle. There are three possibilities for xi(X): (a) x1(x) = x2(x) = 2, 
(b) x&4 = 2, x2(4 = -2, or (c) xi(x) = x2(x) = -2. We get a special 2- 
element x in case (a). Let x E H C (E, x) where H N S, . In case (b), X / H = 
?+4+$2+k+2*1H, where t,l~r # $2 are irreducible of degree 3 and pr is 
nontrivial of degree 1. In case (c), X 1 H = 24, + 2,u1 + lH . In an appropriate 
basis if a E A# by reducing modulo 5, X(a) has matrix B @ 1 @ C where B is 
6 x 6. In case (b), B = I, and because a commutes with h E H where 4,(h) = 
1 + w + w in case (c) we may assume B is a sum of 2 x 2 matrices. So X(u) 
has quadratic minimum polynomial. Thus Ri((x, E))/Z(R,((x, E))) N A, for 
i = 1,2. As usual we get case III. This finally handles all cases in which X 1 K 
has a constituent of degree 4. 
Assume X 1 K only has constituents of degree 1 or 2. Then X / E = @& Xi 
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@ lE , where Xi are 2-dimensional with X,(E) N S&(5) or 1. An element of 
order 6 contradicts Blichfeldt. 
We may assume now that X / K = X, @ Xs where X1 is irreducible of 
degree 3, X, has constituents of degree at most 3. So X,(E) ‘v A, or As . Assume 
X,(E) N k& . In order to avoid special 3-elements, by the subdirect product 
theorem of [12], there is another irreducible constituent Yrof Xswith Y,(E)N&. 
So Xs = Yr @ Ys and to avoid special 2-element, Y,(E) !z/& or 1. In the first case, 
if X,(E) is not faithful on E, there is a 3-element g E Z(E) - Z(G) which 
centralizes the Sylow 5-group of K, which has variety 9, a contradiction. So 
EeAae, and as X j K splits into 3 inequivalent representations of degree 3, 
X I C,(A) = R, @ R, @ R, , Ri I K are inequivalent and irreducible of 
degree 3. If x E C,(A), as x normalizes E by [2], there is a z E E such that R,(m) 
is scalar. As [E, xx] C E and R, / E is faithful on E, Ri(xx) is scalar for all i, 
giving IV. In the case YZ / E = 3 . lE , to avoid special 3-elements and as the 
Schur multiplier of A, is 2, , E e 3, . Arguing as above we get V. 
Assume X,(E) N A, and assume X, / K splits into constituents Yi of degree 
1 or 2. Let L = {g E E 1 X,(g) = l}. Th en if Y,(L) is not a scalar for some i, 
E contains an element with eigenvalues 1, 1, 1, --w,--w, 1, 1, 1, 1; or 1, 1, 1, 
--w,--c;),--w,--W,l,l;orl,I,l,- w, -6, -w, --w, -w, --w, a contradiction 
to Blichfeldt. As the Schur multiplier of A, is 2,) E N SL,(5). In order to 
avoid special 2-elements we have X 1 K = Xi @ Y, @ Ys @ Ys , where 
Y,(E) N Y,(E) e SL45) and Ys 1 E == 2 . lE or Y,(E) ‘v SL,(5) for all i. In 
the first case let H !Z SL,(3) b e a subgroup of E. Then X, / H, Yi 1 H are 
irreducible with Y1 1 Hand YZ j H equivalent. Then if a E A#, reducing modulo 
5 as in Section 2, X(u) has matrix 1s @B @ C in an appropriate basis where -- 
B is 4 x 4 and acts on the subspace corresponding to that on which Yr @ Ys 
acts. But (Yr @ Y,)(h) has eigenvalues w, W, w, w for some h E H and hence we 
may assume B is a sum of 2 x 2 matrices. X(a) has quadratic minimum poly- 
nomial, a contradiction. So Y,(E) ci SL,(5) and not all Yi 1 A could be equivalent 
by Lindsey [19]. If all Yi 1 A are inequivalent, then Xi I A and some Yi 1 A 
must split into equivalent linear representations as otherwise the Sylow 5-group 
of K has variety 9 and the involution in Z(E) is in the 2-modular core, a contra- 
diction. As in previous cases, S is as indicated in VI, and VI holds. 
Assume X,(E) !Z A, and X, I K has an irreducible constituent of degree 3. 
So X / K = Xi @ Yr @ YZ where Y,(E) cv A, . If Ya 1 E is reducible, in 
order to avoid special 2-elements, Ya 1 E = 3 . lE . This gives E N A, , as 
otherwise we have special 2-elements, and hence as usual we get VII. Assume 
Y2(E)=A,. Thus ENAs x A, x A,, A, x A,, or A,. In the first two 
cases, we get a special 3-element. So VIII holds. This completes the case analysis. 
We have only to show A is cyclic and S is Abelian. 
Assume A is noncyclic. Let a, , ua E A with (a, , us) N 2, x 2, . In all 
cases X 1 A = ipI + jp, + other linear constituents, where i + j > 6. If 
44 = &J = 1, as ~~((a~ , u2)) is not faithful, we obtain an element 
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a E (a1 , as)” with 6 equal eigenvalues, a contradiction. So we may assume 
,~,(a,) = E, ~~(a,) = 1. As above ~~(a,) # 1 and for some j, X(u&) has at 
least 6 eigenvalues E, a contradiction. 
We now need only show S is Abelian. S is clearly Abelian in cases III, IV, 
and VIII. To show that S is Abelian, as the Sylow 5-group of S is Abelian, it 
suffices in cases I, II, V, and VII to show that J&(X) is scalar if x E S is a 2- 
element or 3-element, and to show R*(X) is scalar in case VI. Assume for some x 
this is false. In case I, there is a subgroup H of E with H N S&(3) such that 
R, @ R, j H splits into 3 inequivalent representations of degree 2. So if a E A#, 
as u centralizes (H, x), reducing modulo 5, X(u) has quadratic minimum 
polynomial. In cases II, V, and VII, there is a subgroup H of E with H N A, 
such that X 1 H splits into 2 equivalent representations of degree 3 and 3 trivial 
representations, and X I(H, x) splits into 2 representations of degree 3 and 3 
linear representations, not all equivalent. If hE H has order 3, in the 3-dimensional 
representation it has eigenvalues 1, W, &. Hence as in preceding arguments, 
X(u) has quadratic minimum polynomial for a E A#. In case VI, there is a 
subgroup H of E with H N S&(3) and X / H splits into a constituent of degree 3 
and 3 equivalent constituents of degree 2. So X l(H, x> splits into a constituent 
of degree 3 and 3 representations of degree 2 with at least 2 of them inequivalent. 
So if a E A#, X(u) has quadratic minimum polynomial, a contradiction. 
LEMMA 4.2. 53 r 1 G I. 
Proof. Assume P is a Sylow 5-group of G with 1 P 1 = 5’ where r > 3. By 
[3], [G: iV,(P)][ 215 * 31a. If P is a T.I. set [G: N,(P)] = 1 (mod 125). The only 
solution is [G: N,(P)] = 1 giving P Q G, a contradiction. So we may assume 
there is a Sylow 5-intersection A. By Lemma 4.1 as C,(A) = Co(AO,(S)), 
replacing A by AO,(S), we have /lo,(S) is cyclic and hence by Brauer [3], 
has order at most 25. As 53 1 1 C,(A)] and C,(A) = AES where EN As, 
S&(5), or 4 , r=3,and/AO,(S)]=25.Ifl#A=PnQwhereQisa 
Sylow 5-group, P, Q Z C,(A) = AES. As AO,(S) u C,(A), AO,(S) C P n Q 
and so O,(S) C A. So A has order 25 and as P N 2,: x Zj , W(P) C A = P n Q 
whenever P n Q # 1. Thus the number of Sylow 5-groups of G is congruent 
mod 53 to the number of Sylow 5-groups of C,(W(P)). Here W(P) are the fifth 
powers of elements of P. If C&Y(P)) = AES, the number is 6 when E N A, 
or S,&(5), and 36 when E N & . The possibilities for [G: N,(P)] are 2 . 3, 
28, 22 * 32, and 2s * 3. Cases 2 . 3 and 22 . 32 give P n Q 4 G, a contradiction. 
Let / H j3 be the highest power of 3 dividing [ H I where H = C(W(P)) = AES. 
Then a 3-element normalizing P centralizes W(P). So / N,(P)I, = I NH(P)13 = 
I =WI,. But in the case 2*, / G I3 = 1 N,(P)!, = I SZ(G)I, < 1 H 13, a 
contradiction. In the case 2s . 3, / G j3 = 3 / NG(P)13 = 3 1 SZ(G) I3 </ H 13, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.2. 
LEMMA 4.3. In Lemma 4.1, only case IV can hold and Z(E)S C Z(G). 
481/51/r-11 
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Proof. As 53 7 / G 1 by Lemma 4.2, 1 A 1 = 5 and we may assume S is an 
Abelian (2, 3)-group. 
Assume first that there is an element r of order 5 which is centralized by a 
2- or 3-element u $Z(G) for which X l(r) has variety 5. Let G = G/Z(G). 
By Lemma 3.2, (5) and hence (z-) is a Sylow 5-intersection. Thus by Lemma 
4.1, C,((r)) is case I, V, or VII. In each of those cases with our assumption that 
X I(m) has variety 5, the Sylow 5-group of C,((n)) has variety 9. This means 
Z(E)S C Z(G) or we obtain an element in the 2-modular or 3-modular core, a 
contradiction. This eliminates I and V, and in VII Cc((+i)) N (i;} x A, . As 
R,(r) or Rz(m) has 3 eigenvalues equal but nontrivial by Lindsey [19], ii is not 
conjugate to its powers and as C~((+)/(+ ~11 A, has only one 5-block with 
defect 0, by Brauer [3], we contradict Lemma 3.3. So no such r exists. 
Let A satisfy one of cases I-VIII. By the preceding paragraph, if r E C,(A) 
has order 5 and X /(w> has variety 5, Z(E)S C Z(G). This eliminates I, and 
in II and III, gives Cc(z)/A N A, . Ag ain t E A# is not conjugate to its powers 
by its eigenvalue structure contradicting Lemma 3.3. In case VII, if S _C Z(G), 
C&(2)/B N A, a contradiction as above. Hence in cases V and VII, we have an 
element n E E of order 5 not of variety 5 centralized by a noncentral 2- or 
3-element with X(n) having eigenvalues 1, E, i, 1, E, 2, 1, 1, 1, and (n) is a 
Sylow 5-intersection by Lemma 3.2. So Co((.rr)) satisfies one of cases IV-VIII. 
But its eigenvalues are inconsistent with any of these cases except VI. But then 
if Cc((n)) is case VI, there is an element in the Sylow 5-group of Cc((r)) of 
variety 5 centralized by an involution in Z(E) - Z(G), a contradiction. In 
case VIII, if S $Z(G) then as the Sylow 5-group of K has variety 9, we get a 
noncentral element in the 2-modular or 3-modular core, a contradiction. Thus 
in case VIII, Cc(A)/3 N A, a contradiction as above. In case VI, as Z(E) $2(G), 
a 5-element r E E cannot have variety 5 and so X(n) has eigenvalues 1, c, g, E, 
2, E, ?, E, 2, and CG((7r)) is one of cases IV or VI, a contradiction. 
So only case IV could hold. If Z(E)S p Z(G), then as the Sylow 5-group 
of AE has variety 9 we get a noncentral element in the 2- or 3-modular core, 
a contradiction. This leaves only case IV and shows Z(E)S C Z(G). 
5. CONCLUSION 
In Section 4 we proved that if rr is of order 5 and n E P where P is a Sylow 
5-group of G then either Cc(n) = PZ(G) or (v) EZ(G), where EN 2,. So if 
G = G/Z(G), C,(i;) N P or (w) x A, . Also C,(P) = P. Note that by Sibley 
[21], there is some element 5 of order 5 for which C&ii) is not H. This means 
C&F) N <?r) x A, . In the next two lemmas, we pin down completely the 
structure of the centralizer of an involution in the A, . This last analysis seems 
necessary to show that the group in VI of the main theorem is a maximal finite 
subgroup of S&,(C). 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let r have order 5. Then rr centralizes any 2-group it normalizes. 
Proof. Assume n does not centralize Q, it normalizes a 2-group. By Lemma 
3.4, C,(n) contains an element with eigenvalues - 1, - 1, --I, - 1, 1 ,..., 1, a 
contradiction as the involutions in X((a) EZ(G)) have trace -3 rather than 1. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 7 be un involution of G such that C,(T) is not solvable. Then 
CC(F) N D, x A, and Cc(?) c L whereL YL, x L, withLi N A, . Furthermore, 
if u is an involution in L, , CC(U) CL. Here D, is dihedral of order 8. 
Proof. As C,( ) . 7 is not solvable, 5 / / C,(,)i. As C,(P) = PZ(G), where P is 
a Sylow 5-group of G, 52 r 1 CG(7)1. 
Let H = C,(r) and F*(H) = F(H) E(H). Let r E H of order 5. By Lemma 
5.1, r centralizes O,(H). As X j O,(W) is reducible, by Lemma 3.4, n centralizes 
O,(H). If g E O,(H) - Z(G), v centralizes the element 7g of order 2 * 3” for some 
a 3 1. So as C,(n) = (v) EZ(G), ii centralizes an element of order 6 in Cc(+) N 
(n) x A, , a contradiction. So O,(H) = Z(G). If E(H) = 1, n centralizes 
F*(H) = O,(H) O,(H) O,(H) and h ence 7r E F*(H) = F(H). So H/F(H) is a 
(2, 3}-group and hence is solvable. As F(H) . 1s solvable, so is H, a contradiction. 
Hence E(H) has exactly one component as 52 Y / E(H)!. Also F(H) = O,(H) Z(G) 
and 7 E E(H). 
As X(T) has exactly 6 eigenvalues -1, X / E(H) = XI @ X2 where X1 has 
degree 6. Also X(r) has eigenvalues 1, 1, 1, E, E, E, z, 2, E by examining CG(~) 
and noting 7r N m-l in E(H). Assume X,(n) is scalar. Choose rrl E E(H) a 
conjugate of 7r not centralizing V. As X,(r), Xi(?rl) have 2 eigenvalues, by the 
2-eigenvalue argument, X l(r, rrr) splits into one- and two-dimensional re- 
presentations. The two-dimensional representations are projectively -4, and 
hence we obtain an element in (rr, ni)’ with eigenvalues -w, --w, l,..., 1; 
or --co, -cii, -w, --W, l,..., 1; or -w, -6, -w, --w, -cl>, --w, I, 1, 1, 
a contradiction to Blichfeldt. Hence X,(E(H))/Z(X,(E(H))) ‘v E(H)/Z(E(H)). 
So E(H) is A, , SL,(5) or a nonsplitting central extension of Z, or Z, by A, . If 
E(H) 2 SL,(5) we get an element contradicting Blichfeldt as the eigenvalues 
structure of rr and the involutions in CG(n) forces X 1 E(H) to split into 3 constit- 
uents of degree 2 and 3 trivial ones. This means E(H) ‘v A, or a central extension 
of A,. By the eigenvalue structure of rr, X1 I E(H) splits into constituents of 
degree 3. If E(H)/Z(E(H)) _N A,, as r centralizes TZ(E(H)), as in the preceeding 
paragraph, Z(E(H)) C Z(G). So X, / Z?(H) is faithful and E(II) is a central 
extension of Z, by A, with Z@(H)) C Z(G). 
Now CG(7) n CG(rr) = (n) KZ(G) where K N D, and 7 is the central in- 
volution of K. We show co(~) = KE(H) Z(G). Let u E C,(T) - E(H). Then as 
X2 1 E(H) cannot be extended by an outer automorphism, there is a z E E(H) 
such that X2(, z) is scalar. As X2 I ([E(H), uz]) is trivial, u z must centralize 
E(H). Hence C,(T) = SE(H) where X,(S) consists of scalars. If a E S, 
u E C,(n) n CG(7) = (nj KZ(G). Hence C,(T) = KY(H) Z(G). Now 
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[K, E(H)] = 1 as X&!?(H)) does not extend in 3-dimensions and an inner 
automorphism of order 2 centralizing a 5-element of A, or A, is trivial. 
Now 7 E Cc(,) = (7) EZ(G) where E N Ae, and Co(,) = KE(H) Z(G), 
where (n) &Z(G) = Cc(r) n CG(~); K is a Sylow 2-group of E = E(C,(r)). 
Let 7i be another involution of E. As pi , 7 are conjugate in E, Cc(~l) = 
E=,E(C,(TJ) Z(G) with (n) K,Z(G) = Co(~i) n Co(r). Now if also 7i E K, as 
E(C,(T)) centralizes K, E(C,(T~)) > E(C,(T)). As 7 E Ki centralizes E(CG(~T1)), 
E(C&,)) C E(Cd4); so E(C,JTJ) = E(CG(7)). Let T = r0 and K = KO. 
We can choose Sylow 2-groups Kj of E(C,(n)), and involutions 7i E Z(K() with 
T~+~ E Ki such that E(CG(r)) = (7” ,..., T,~) and E(CJT~)) = E(CC(~&) for all i. 
Thus E(C,(x)) centralizes E(CG(7)). If u E E(Co(7)) is an involution, by reversing 
the process as E(C,(n-)) C CG(o), C,( o is not solvable and so Co(a) =K,,E(C,(o)). ) 
Z(G) where K, Y D, . Hence E(C,(r)) = E(CG(a)). But following the above 
argument with 0 in place of 7 and vi E E(C,(o)) of order 5 in place of r, we 
obtain E = E(C,,(n)) centralizes El = E(CG(nl)) and K, C El . As 7 E E, then 
E(C,(T)) = El N a, and Z(E(C,(T))) C Z(G). Letting L, = E/Z(E) and 
L, = EJZ(E,), we obtain the result. 
LEMMA 5.3. For every involution T in G, C,(T) is solvable. 
Proof. If C,(T) is not solvable, according to Lemma 5.2, Co(~) CL, x L, 
where Li E A, . Also for e E I,< , C&U) = K x L, where j # i. These conditions 
ensure that each Li is tightly embedded in G in the sense of Aschbacher [I]. 
In particular suppose g E G ~ Nc(L,) and L, n Llg has even order. Let c be an 
involution in L, and Lp. Then L, = E(Cc(a)) = L,Q by Lemma 5.2. This means 
L,o = L, and so g E IV&L,). But now L, = C,-(L,) and so g E Nc(L,) contradicting 
our choice of g. Now L, n L? has odd order, L, has even order, and so L, is 
tightly embedded in G. However, Theorem 4 of [l] now provides a contradiction. 
We can now finish the proof of the main theorem in several ways. As the 
centralizers of all involutions are solvable and any 5-element centralizes any 
2-group it normalizes, all 2-local subgroups are solvable and hence 2-constrained 
by [9, Theorem 6.3.31. As the Sylow 5-group of G is not strongly self-centralizing 
by [21], there is a subgroup of G isomorphic to Z, x A, . If r is an involution 
in the A, , CC(T) is solvable and contains an element of order 5. By Lemma 5.1, 
the 5-element centralizes any 2-group it normalizes. In particular O~(CG(T)) is 
not trivial. Results of Janko and Thompson [16] show the Sylow 2-subgroup of 
G has a normal Abelian subgroup of rank 3. Now results of Goldschmidt, 
Gorenstein, and Walter show O,(C,(T)) = 1 for any involution 7 in G. See 
[IO, p. 741. This completes the proof of the main theorem. 
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